
ATTACHMENT 2 – Background Report 

Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

58 Mardon Drive, 
Horsham 

5979 1\PS536946 13zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone. 

 

Privately owned parcel used for 
residential purposes in a Public 
Land Zone. 

The current zone applied to the land is the Public Park and Recreation Zone 
(PPRZ). However, the land is currently used for residential purposes and 
contains a privately owned dwelling. Land that is not public land must not be 
included in a public land zone.  Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of 
Planning Schemes clearly states that a planning scheme may only include land in 
a public land zone if the land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled 
by a Minister, government department, public authority or a municipal council. 
Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 13zn to rezone the land to 
GRZ1 reflects the current and intended use of the land. 

173 Brimpaen-Laharum 
Road, Brimpaen 

11553 13C\PP3133 29zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone. 

 

Privately owned land used for 
residential purposes in a Public 
Land Zone. 

The current zone applied to the land is the Public Conservation and Resource 
Zone (PCRZ). However, the land is currently used for agricultural purposes and 
contains a Privately owned dwelling. Land that is not public land must not be 
included in a public land zone.  Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of 
Planning Schemes clearly states that a planning scheme may only include land in 
a public land zone if the land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled 
by a Minister, government department, public authority or a municipal council. 
Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 29zn to rezone the land to 
FZ reflects the current and intended use of the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20986]/y[-36.72308]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.20970799999998%20-36.723095156393704))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21542]/y[-37.03504]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.21499550724332%20-37.035118520050126))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[parcels]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[propertyplanningzones]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

173 Brimpaen-Laharum 
Road, Brimpaen 

11553 13B\PP3133 29zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone. 

 

Privately owned land in Public Land 
Zone. 

The current zone applied to the land is the Public Conservation and Resource 
Zone (PCRZ). However, the land is currently privately owned. Land that is not 
public land must not be included in a public land zone.  Ministerial Direction The 
Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states that a planning scheme 
may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: Crown land or is 
owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government department, public 
authority or a municipal council. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS 
Map No. 29zn to rezone the land to FZ reflects the current and intended use of 
the land. 

193 Brimpaen-Laharum 
Road, Brimpaen. 

11547 1\LP142579 29zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone. 

 

Privately owned parcel used for 
residential purposes in a Public 
Land Zone. 

The current zone applied to the land is the Public Conservation and Resource 
Zone (PCRZ). However, the land is currently used for residential purposes and 
contains a privately owned dwelling. Land that is not public land must not be 
included in a public land zone.  Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of 
Planning Schemes clearly states that a planning scheme may only include land in 
a public land zone if the land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled 
by a Minister, government department, public authority or a municipal council. 
Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 29zn to rezone the land to 
FZ reflects the current and intended use of the land. 

Wimmera Highway, 
Tooan 

10651 20G\PP3610 

20H\PP3610 

18zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 

 

Privately owned farmland currently 
in a Public Land Zone. 

The current zone applied to the land is the Transport Zone (TRZ2). However, the 
land is Privately owned. Land that is not public land must not be included in a 
public land zone. The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning 
Schemes clearly states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public 
land zone if the land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a 
Minister, government department, public authority or a municipal council.  

In this instance, the underlying Farming Zone is the correct zone for the land and 
reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS 
Map No. 18zn to realign the FZ to the parcel boundary, removing the TRZ2 from 
the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21542]/y[-37.03504]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.21499550724332%20-37.035118520050126))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[parcels]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[propertyplanningzones]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21753]/y[-37.03511]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.21699091649378%20-37.03509544263737))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[parcels]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[propertyplanningzones]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[141.79177]/y[-36.80820]/z[16]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((141.79176039085786%20-36.80494417643726))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[parcels]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

3487 Wimmera Highway, 
Tooan 

10755 29B\PP3610 18zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 

 

Privately owned farmland currently 
in a Public Land Zone. 

The current zone applied to the land is the Public Conservation and Resource 
Zone (PCRZ). However, the land is Privately owned. Land that is not public land 
must not be included in a public land zone. The Ministerial Direction The Form 
and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states that a planning scheme may only 
include land in a public land zone if the land is: Crown land or is owned, vested 
in or controlled by a Minister, government department, public authority or a 
municipal council. In this instance, the underlying Farming Zone is the correct 
zone for the land and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the 
proposed amendment to PS Map No. 18zn to realign the FZ to the parcel 
boundary, removing the PCRZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended 
use of the land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the 
land. 

16 Citrus Avenue, 
Horsham 

1030 1\TP540170 13zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned parcel used for 
residential purposes in a Public 
Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Use Zone (PUZ1). However, the land is currently used for 
residential purposes and contains a privately owned dwelling. Land that is not 
public land must not be included in a public land zone. The Ministerial Direction 
The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states that a planning 
scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: Crown land or 
is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government department, public 
authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the underlying General 
Residential Zone (GRZ1) is the correct zone for the land and reflects the 
intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 
13zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, removing the PUZ1 from the 
parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

106 Peppertree Lane, 
Horsham 

12186 1\PS605746 11zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned parcel used for 
residential purposes in a Public 
Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Use Zone (PUZ1). However, the land is currently used for 
residential purposes and contains a Privately owned dwelling. Land that is not 
public land must not be included in a public land zone. The Ministerial Direction 
The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states that a planning 
scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: Crown land or 
is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government department, public 
authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the underlying General 
Residential Zone is the correct zone for the land and reflects the intended use of 
the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 11zn to realign 
the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, removing the PUZ1 from the parcel reflects 
the current and intended use of the land. The proposed amendment ensures 
only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[141.83489]/y[-36.81260]/z[15]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((141.8372696789649%20-36.81061792348502))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyowner]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20665]/y[-36.72790]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.206645%20-36.72790300000001))]/layers[planningzones]/panel[find]/tab[layers]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.22024]/y[-36.70268]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.22030610894953%20-36.702696424649396))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmapbe


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

104 Peppertree Lane, 
Horsham 

12187 2\PS421072 11zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned parcel used for a 
residential purposes in a Public 
Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Use Zone (PUZ1). However, the land is currently used for 
residential purposes and contains a privately owned dwelling. Land that is not 
public land must not be included in a public land zone. The Ministerial Direction 
The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states that a planning 
scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: Crown land or 
is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government department, public 
authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the underlying General 
Residential Zone is the correct zone for the land and reflects the intended use of 
the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 11zn to realign 
the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, removing the PUZ1 from the parcel reflects 
the current and intended use of the land. The proposed amendment ensures 
only one zone applies to the land. 

1 Waterlink Esplanade, 
Horsham 

15243 1\PS701230 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned parcel used for a 
residential purposes in a Public 
Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is currently 
used for residential purposes and contains a Privately owned dwelling. Land that 
is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. The Ministerial 
Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states that a 
planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: 
Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government 
department, public authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the 
underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the land and reflects 
the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 14zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, removing the PPRZ from 
the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.22021]/y[-36.70298]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.22029806232246%20-36.70280340968238))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmapbet
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21622]/y[-36.72241]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.2158144748688%20-36.722087931554))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

3 Waterlink Esplanade, 
Horsham 

15244 2\PS701230 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned parcel used for a 
residential purposes in a Public 
Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is currently 
used for residential purposes and contains a Privately owned dwelling. Land that 
is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. The Ministerial 
Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states that a 
planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: 
Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government 
department, public authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the 
underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the land and reflects 
the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 14zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, removing the PPRZ from 
the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

5 Waterlink Esplanade, 
Horsham 

15245 3\PS701230 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned parcel used for a 
residential purposes in a Public 
Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is currently 
used for residential purposes and contains a Privately owned dwelling. Land that 
is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. The Ministerial 
Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states that a 
planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: 
Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government 
department, public authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the 
underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the land and reflects 
the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 14zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, removing the PPRZ from 
the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

7 Walpole Terrace, 
Horsham 

15511 PC369706 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned parcel used for a 
residential purposes in a Public 
Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is currently 
used for residential purposes and contains a Privately owned dwelling. Land that 
is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. The Ministerial 
Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states that a 
planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: 
Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government 
department, public authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the 
underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the land and reflects 
the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 14zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, removing the PPRZ from 
the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21635]/y[-36.72261]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.2156579054453%20-36.722270022211596))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21635]/y[-36.72261]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.2153521336176%20-36.72218402589731))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21451]/y[-36.72040]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.21216759158796%20-36.72108945119846))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[inf


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

10 Walpole Terrace, 
Horsham 

15560 115\PS701230 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned vacant parcel of 
land, currently in a Public Land 
Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is Privately 
owned. Land that is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. 
The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly 
states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the 
land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, 
government department, public authority or a municipal council. In this 
instance, the underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the 
land and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed 
amendment to PS Map No. 14zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, 
removing the PPRZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the 
land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

8 Walpole Terrace, 
Horsham 

15559 114\PS701230 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned vacant parcel of 
land, currently in a Public Land 
Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is Privately 
owned. Land that is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. 
The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly 
states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the 
land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, 
government department, public authority or a municipal council. In this 
instance, the underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the 
land and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed 
amendment to PS Map No. 14zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, 
removing the PPRZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the 
land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

6 Walpole Terrace, 
Horsham 

15558 113\PS701230 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned vacant parcel of 
land, currently in a Public Land 
Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is Privately 
owned. Land that is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. 
The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly 
states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the 
land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, 
government department, public authority or a municipal council. In this 
instance, the underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the 
land and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed 
amendment to PS Map No. 14zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, 
removing the PPRZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the 
land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21451]/y[-36.72040]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.21170159968113%20-36.72104836718354))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[inf
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21454]/y[-36.72052]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.21191508675486%20-36.72076934466599))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[inf
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21454]/y[-36.72052]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.21207857577622%20-36.72057845250296))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[inf


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

4 Walpole Terrace, 
Horsham 

15557 112\PS701230 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned vacant parcel of 
land, currently in a Public Land 
Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is Privately 
owned. Land that is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. 
The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly 
states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the 
land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, 
government department, public authority or a municipal council. In this 
instance, the underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the 
land and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed 
amendment to PS Map No. 11zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, 
removing the PPRZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the 
land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

25 Waterlink Esplanade, 
Horsham 

15556 111\PS701230 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned parcel used for a 
residential purposes in a Public 
Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is currently 
used for residential purposes and contains a privately owned dwelling. Land that 
is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. The Ministerial 
Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states that a 
planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: 
Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government 
department, public authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the 
underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the land and reflects 
the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 14zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, removing the PPRZ from 
the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

27 Waterlink Esplanade, 
Horsham 

15555 110\PS701230 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned parcel used for a 
residential purposes in a Public 
Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is currently 
used for residential purposes and contains a Privately owned dwelling. Land that 
is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. The Ministerial 
Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states that a 
planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: 
Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government 
department, public authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the 
underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the land and reflects 
the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 14zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, removing the PPRZ from 
the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21242]/y[-36.72055]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.21206226620103%20-36.7204231590717))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21264]/y[-36.72038]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.21255805828378%20-36.72039949347164))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21264]/y[-36.72038]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.21230190732285%20-36.72014472290633))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

33 Waterlink Esplanade, 
Horsham 

15546 45\PS701230 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned vacant parcel of 
land, currently in a Public Land 
Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is Privately 
owned. Land that is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. 
The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly 
states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the 
land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, 
government department, public authority or a municipal council. In this 
instance, the underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the 
land and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed 
amendment to PS Map No. 14zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, 
removing the PPRZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the 
land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

35 Waterlink Esplanade, 
Horsham 

15545 44\PS701230 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned parcel used for a 
residential purposes in a Public 
Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is currently 
used for residential purposes and contains a privately owned dwelling. Land that 
is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. The Ministerial 
Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states that a 
planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: 
Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government 
department, public authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the 
underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the land and reflects 
the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 14zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, removing the PPRZ from 
the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

37 Waterlink Esplanade, 
Horsham 

15544 43\PS701230 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned parcel used for a 
residential purposes in a Public 
Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is currently 
used for residential purposes and contains a privately owned dwelling. Land that 
is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. The Ministerial 
Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states that a 
planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: 
Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government 
department, public authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the 
underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the land and reflects 
the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 14zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, removing the PPRZ from 
the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21236]/y[-36.71901]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.212141%20-36.719147000000014))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21236]/y[-36.71901]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.21211080419386%20-36.71892450699617))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[inf
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21236]/y[-36.71901]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.2123195974018%20-36.7188030486803))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

39 Waterlink Esplanade, 
Horsham 

15543 42\PS701230 11zn & 
14zn 

Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned vacant parcel of 
land, currently in a Public Land 
Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is Privately 
owned. Land that is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. 
The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly 
states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the 
land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, 
government department, public authority or a municipal council. In this 
instance, the underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the 
land and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed 
amendment to PS Map Nos. 11zn and 14zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel 
boundary, removing the PPRZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended 
use of the land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the 
land. 

41 Waterlink Esplanade, 
Horsham 

15970 41\PS701230 11zn 
&14zn 

Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned vacant parcel of 
land, currently in a Public Land 
Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is Privately 
owned. Land that is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. 
The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly 
states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the 
land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, 
government department, public authority or a municipal council. In this 
instance, the underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the 
land and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed 
amendment to PS Map No. 11zn and 14zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel 
boundary, removing the PPRZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended 
use of the land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the 
land. 

43 Waterlink Esplanade, 
Horsham 

16144 40\PS701230 11zn 
&14zn 

Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned parcel used for a 
residential purposes in a Public 
Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is currently 
used for residential purposes and contains a Privately owned dwelling. Land that 
is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. The Ministerial 
Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states that a 
planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: 
Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government 
department, public authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the 
underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the land and reflects 
the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map 
Nos. 11zn and 14zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, removing the 
PPRZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The 
proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21236]/y[-36.71901]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.21237672189682%20-36.718605874917145))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21236]/y[-36.71901]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.21253095756768%20-36.718495731912405))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[in
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21236]/y[-36.71901]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.21265707377827%20-36.718339049606506))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[in


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

45 Waterlink Esplanade, 
Horsham 

16177 39\PS701230 11zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned parcel used for a 
residential purposes in a Public 
Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is currently 
used for residential purposes and contains a Privately owned dwelling. Land that 
is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. The Ministerial 
Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states that a 
planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: 
Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government 
department, public authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the 
underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the land and reflects 
the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 11zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, removing the PPRZ from 
the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

47 Waterlink Esplanade, 
Horsham 

16165 38\PS701230 11zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned vacant parcel of 
land, currently in a Public Land 
Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is Privately 
owned. Land that is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. 
The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly 
states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the 
land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, 
government department, public authority or a municipal council. In this 
instance, the underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the 
land and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed 
amendment to PS Map No. 11zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, 
removing the PPRZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the 
land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

49 Waterlink Esplanade, 
Horsham 

15852 37\PS701230 11zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned vacant parcel of 
land, currently in a Public Land 
Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is Privately 
owned. Land that is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. 
The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly 
states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the 
land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, 
government department, public authority or a municipal council. In this 
instance, the underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the 
land and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed 
amendment to PS Map No. 11zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, 
removing the PPRZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the 
land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21363]/y[-36.71837]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.2127798581824%20-36.71818611272075))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info
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Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

51 Waterlink Esplanade, 
Horsham 

16219 36\PS701230 11zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned vacant parcel of 
land, currently in a Public Land 
Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). However, the land is Privately 
owned. Land that is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. 
The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly 
states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the 
land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, 
government department, public authority or a municipal council. In this 
instance, the underlying General Residential Zone is the correct zone for the 
land and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed 
amendment to PS Map No. 11zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, 
removing the PPRZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the 
land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

49 Cameron Road, 
Horsham 

1317 1\PS725819 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned farmland currently 
in a Public Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Public 
Use Zone (PUZ1). However, the land is privately owned and currently used for 
agricultural purposes. Land that is not public land must not be included in a 
public land zone. The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning 
Schemes clearly states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public 
land zone if the land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a 
Minister, government department, public authority or a municipal council. In 
this instance, the underlying Farming Zone (FZ) is the correct zone for the land 
and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment 
to PS Map No. 14zn to realign the FZ to the parcel boundary, removing the PUZ1 
from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

51 Cameron Road, 
Horsham 

15457 2\PS725819 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned farmland currently 
in a Public Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Public 
Use Zone (PUZ1). However, the land is privately owned and currently used for 
agricultural purposes. Land that is not public land must not be included in a 
public land zone. The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning 
Schemes clearly states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public 
land zone if the land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a 
Minister, government department, public authority or a municipal council. In 
this instance, the underlying Farming Zone (FZ) is the correct zone for the land 
and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment 
to PS Map No. 14zn to realign the FZ to the parcel boundary, removing the PUZ1 
from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21363]/y[-36.71837]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.21327860237588%20-36.71776935186282))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[inf
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Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

73 Cameron Road, 
Horsham 

7183 1\PS319081 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned farmland currently 
in a Public Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Public 
Use Zone (PUZ1). However, the land is privately owned and currently used for 
agricultural purposes. Land that is not public land must not be included in a 
public land zone. The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning 
Schemes clearly states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public 
land zone if the land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a 
Minister, government department, public authority or a municipal council. In 
this instance, the underlying Farming Zone (FZ) is the correct zone for the land 
and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment 
to PS Map No. 14zn to realign the FZ to the parcel boundary, removing the PUZ1 
from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

95 Derry Parade, 
Horsham 

1315 1\TP613093 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned farmland currently 
in a Public Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Public 
Use Zone (PUZ1). However, the land is privately owned and currently used for 
agricultural purposes. Land that is not public land must not be included in a 
public land zone. The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning 
Schemes clearly states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public 
land zone if the land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a 
Minister, government department, public authority or a municipal council. In 
this instance, the underlying Farming Zone (FZ) is the correct zone for the land 
and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment 
to PS Map No. 14zn to realign the FZ to the parcel boundary, removing the PUZ1 
from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21967]/y[-36.73478]/z[17]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.22092994900308%20-36.734094337186235))]/layers[landparcel]/layers[parcels]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[propertyplanningzones]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.22298]/y[-36.73287]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.2232036450121%20-36.732829158759344))]/layers[parcels]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

153 Stawell Road, 
Horsham 

4726 1\TP199392 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned farmland currently 
in a Public Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Public 
Use Zone (PUZ1). However, the land is privately owned and currently used for 
agricultural purposes. Land that is not public land must not be included in a 
public land zone. The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning 
Schemes clearly states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public 
land zone if the land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a 
Minister, government department, public authority or a municipal council. In 
this instance, the underlying Farming Zone (FZ) is the correct zone for the land 
and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment 
to PS Map No. 14zn to realign the FZ to the parcel boundary, removing the PUZ1 
from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

Osborne Road, Horsham 4724 2\LP78840 14zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned farmland currently 
in a Public Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Public 
Use Zone (PUZ1). However, the land is privately owned and currently used for 
agricultural purposes. Land that is not public land must not be included in a 
public land zone. The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning 
Schemes clearly states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public 
land zone if the land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a 
Minister, government department, public authority or a municipal council. In 
this instance, the underlying Farming Zone (FZ) is the correct zone for the land 
and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment 
to PS Map No. 14zn to realign the FZ to the parcel boundary, removing the PUZ1 
from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21712]/y[-36.73660]/z[17]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.2166577095721%20-36.737253076284006))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[parcels]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21981]/y[-36.73916]/z[17]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.21889430891852%20-36.73880968619343))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[parcels]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

877 Henty Highway, 
Dooen 

8168 5\TP857523 15zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned farmland currently 
in a Public Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Public 
Use Zone (PUZ1). However, the land is privately owned and is currently used for 
agricultural purposes. Land that is not public land must not be included in a 
public land zone. The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning 
Schemes clearly states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public 
land zone if the land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a 
Minister, government department, public authority or a municipal council. In 
this instance, the underlying Farming Zone is the correct zone for the land and 
reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS 
Map No. 15zn to realign the FZ to the parcel boundary, removing the PUZ from 
the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land and ensures no public 
land is in privately owned. 

877 Henty Highway, 
Dooen 

8168 4\TP857523 15zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned farmland currently 
in a Public Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Public 
Use Zone (PUZ1). However, the land is privately owned and is currently used for 
agricultural purposes. Land that is not public land must not be included in a 
public land zone. The Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning 
Schemes clearly states that a planning scheme may only include land in a public 
land zone if the land is: Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a 
Minister, government department, public authority or a municipal council. In 
this instance, the underlying Farming Zone is the correct zone for the land and 
reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS 
Map No. 15zn to realign the FZ to the parcel boundary, removing the PUZ from 
the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land and ensures no public 
land is in privately owned. 

29 Walcott Road, 
Kanagulk 

16058 1\PS821968 31zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned farmland currently 
in a Public Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Public 
Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ). However, the land is privately owned. 
Land that is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. The 
Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states 
that a planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: 
Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government 
department, public authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the 
underlying Farming Zone (FZ) is the correct zone for the land and reflects the 
intended use of the land. This anomaly was identified as part of a review of the 
planning scheme under Section 12B of the Act. The Planning Scheme Review 
(2010) recommended to advise the Department of mapping issue and ask that it 
be resolved as a Section 20 (2) amendment. Therefore, the proposed 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.25039]/y[-36.64914]/z[17]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.24474676098734%20-36.6607270907106))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.26110]/y[-36.65248]/z[15]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.24474676098734%20-36.6607270907106))]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[141.84992]/y[-37.14776]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((141.8485290965266%20-37.148908137971866))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[parcels]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

amendment to PS Map No. 31zn to realign the FZ to the parcel boundary, 
removing the PCRZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the 
land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land and 
ensures no public land is in private ownership. 

Natimuk-Hamilton Road, 
Kanagulk 

7865 1\PS518307 31zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned farmland currently 
in a Public Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Public 
Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ). However, the land is privately owned. 
Land that is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. The 
Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states 
that a planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: 
Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government 
department, public authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the 
underlying Farming Zone (FZ) is the correct zone for the land and reflects the 
intended use of the land. This anomaly was identified as part of a review of the 
planning scheme under Section 12B of the Act. The Planning Scheme Review 
(2010) recommended to advise the Department of mapping issue and ask that it 
be resolved as a Section 20 (2) amendment. Therefore, the proposed 
amendment to PS Map No. 31zn to realign the FZ to the parcel boundary, 
removing the PCRZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the 
land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land and 
ensures no public land is in private ownership. 

4671 Natimuk-Hamilton 
Road, Kanagulk 

7864 8~B\PP3572 31zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned farmland currently 
in a Public Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Public 
Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ). However, the land is privately owned. 
Land that is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. The 
Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states 
that a planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: 
Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government 
department, public authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the 
underlying Farming Zone (FZ) is the correct zone for the land and reflects the 
intended use of the land. This anomaly was identified as part of a review of the 
planning scheme under Section 12B of the Act. The Planning Scheme Review 
(2010) recommended to advise the Department of mapping issue and ask that it 
be resolved as a Section 20 (2) amendment. Therefore, the proposed 
amendment to PS Map No. 31zn to realign the FZ to the parcel boundary, 
removing the PCRZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the 
land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land and 
ensures no public land is in private ownership. 

4921 Natimuk-Hamilton 
Road, Kanagulk 

7863 1\TP170406 28zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned farmland currently 
in a Public Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Public 
Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ). However, the land is privately owned. 
Land that is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. The 
Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states 
that a planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: 
Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government 
department, public authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the 
underlying Farming Zone (FZ) is the correct zone for the land and reflects the 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[141.83616]/y[-37.15495]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((141.83542593687685%20-37.1517326895106))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[parcels]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[141.87612]/y[-37.14485]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((141.87063666523431%20-37.146839753519586))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[parcels]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[propertyplanningzones]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[141.89308]/y[-37.13489]/z[17]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((141.89543521513014%20-37.12942448993459))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
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Justification and description for proposed change 

intended use of the land. This anomaly was identified as part of a review of the 
planning scheme under Section 12B of the Act. The Planning Scheme Review 
(2010) recommended to advise the Department of mapping issue and ask that it 
be resolved as a Section 20 (2) amendment. Therefore, the proposed 
amendment to PS Map No. 28zn to realign the FZ to the parcel boundary, 
removing the PCRZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the 
land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land and 
ensures no public land is in private ownership. 

48 Osborne Road, Haven 16287 7\PS746675 08zn & 
13zn 

Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned vacant parcel of 
land, currently in a Public Land 
Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Low Density Residential Zone 
(LDRZ) and the Public Use Zone 1 (PUZ1). However, the land is Privately owned. 
Land that is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. The 
Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states 
that a planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: 
Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government 
department, public authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the 
underlying Low Density Residential Zone is the correct zone for the land and 
reflects the intended use of the land. A Development Plan Overlay (schedule 1 – 
Low Density Residential Development Plan) also applies to the land, further 
reflecting its intended use. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map Nos. 
08zn and 13zn to realign the LDRZ to the parcel boundary, removing the PUZ 
from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

43 Old Hamilton Road, 
Haven 

8680 S2\PS746675 08zn & 
13zn 

Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned vacant parcel of 
land, currently in a Public Land 
Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Low Density Residential Zone 
(LDRZ) and the Public Use Zone 1 (PUZ1). However, the land is Privately owned. 
Land that is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. The 
Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states 
that a planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: 
Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government 
department, public authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the 
underlying Low Density Residential Zone is the correct zone for the land and 
reflects the intended use of the land. A Development Plan Overlay (schedule 1 – 
Low Density Residential Development Plan) also applies to the land, further 
reflecting its intended use. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map Nos. 
08zn and 13zn to realign the LDRZ to the parcel boundary, removing the PUZ 
from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 
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14 Jacka Jacka Road, 
Tooan 

10656 1\TP837894 18zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned farmland currently 
in a Public Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the 
Transport Zone (TRZ2). However, the land is Privately owned. Land that is not 
public land must not be included in a public land zone. The Ministerial Direction 
The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states that a planning 
scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: Crown land or 
is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government department, public 
authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the underlying Farming Zone is 
the correct zone for the land and reflects the intended use of the land. 
Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 18zn to realign the FZ to 
the parcel boundary, removing the TRZ2 from the parcel reflects the current and 
intended use of the land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone 
applies to the land. 

14 Jacka Jacka Road, 
Tooan 

10656 2\TP837894 18zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned farmland currently 
in a Public Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the 
Transport Zone (TRZ2). However, the land is Privately owned. Land that is not 
public land must not be included in a public land zone. The Ministerial Direction 
The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states that a planning 
scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: Crown land or 
is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government department, public 
authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the underlying Farming Zone is 
the correct zone for the land and reflects the intended use of the land. 
Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 18zn to realign the FZ to 
the parcel boundary, removing the TRZ2 from the parcel reflects the current and 
intended use of the land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone 
applies to the land. 

Wimmera Highway, 
Tooan 

10651 1\TP120140 18zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned farmland currently 
in a Public Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Public 
Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ). However, the land is Privately owned. 
Land that is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. The 
Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states 
that a planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: 
Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government 
department, public authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the 
underlying Farming Zone is the correct zone for the land and reflects the 
intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 
18zn to realign the FZ to the parcel boundary, removing the PCRZ from the 
parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 
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Wimmera Highway, 
Tooan 

10651 2\TP120140 18zn Privately Owned Land 
in a Public Land Zone 
& Land in Two Zones. 

 

Privately owned farmland currently 
in a Public Land Zone. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Public 
Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ). However, the land is Privately owned. 
Land that is not public land must not be included in a public land zone. The 
Ministerial Direction The Form and Content of Planning Schemes clearly states 
that a planning scheme may only include land in a public land zone if the land is: 
Crown land or is owned, vested in or controlled by a Minister, government 
department, public authority or a municipal council. In this instance, the 
underlying Farming Zone is the correct zone for the land and reflects the 
intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 
18zn to realign the FZ to the parcel boundary, removing the PCRZ from the 
parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

87 Williams Road, 
Horsham 

6183 RES4\PS701230 11zn & 
14zn 

Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Public Ownership and used as a 
public recreation walkway along 
the creek. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Public Park and Recreation Zone 
(PPRZ) and the General Residential Zone (GRZ1). The land is publicly owned and 
currently used for public recreation. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS 
Map Nos. 11zn & 14zn to realign PPRZ to the parcel boundary, removing GRZ1 
reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction ensures that 
only one zone applies to the land. 
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87 Williams Road, 
Horsham 

6183 1\TP423789 
RES2\LP219203 

11zn & 
14zn 

Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

 

 

Public Ownership and used as a 
public recreation walkway along 
the creek. 

The current zones applied to parcel (1\TP423789) are the Public Park and 
Recreation Zone (PPRZ) and the Farming Zone (FZ). The current zones applied to 
parcel (RES2\LP219203) are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the General Residential 
Zone (GRZ1). The land is publicly owned and currently used for public 
recreation. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map Nos. 11zn & 14zn to 
realign PPRZ to the parcel boundary, removing FZ and GRZ1 on respective 
parcels, reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction 
ensures that only one zone applies to the land at 87 Williams Road, Horsham. 

17 Roberts Avenue, 
Horsham 

6146 1\TP230909 10zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and is used for a 
Senior Citizen Club. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z) and the 
General Residential Zone (GRZ1). The land is currently used for a Senior Citizen 
Club and is Privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 
10zn to remove GRZ1 from the parcel and realign C1Z to the parcel boundary 
reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction ensures that 
only one zone applies to the land. 
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27 Urquhart Street, 
Horsham 

4958 1\TP434176 10zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and is used for a 
Place of Worship. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z) and the 
General Residential Zone (GRZ1). The land is currently used for a Place of 
Worship and is Privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 10zn to remove C1Z from the parcel and realign GRZ1 to the parcel 
boundary reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction 
ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 

81-85 Dimboola Road, 
Horsham 

1356 1\PS435491 09zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for a 
commercial business. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z) and the 
Farming Zone (FZ). The land is currently used for a commercial business with no 
association to agriculture or farming and is privately owned. However, the 
Farming Zone (FZ) is currently incorrectly applied to the land as the purpose of 
the zone does not reflect the current and intended use of the land. This anomaly 
was identified as part of a review of the planning scheme under Section 12B of 
the Act. The Planning Scheme Review (2010) recommended that the B4Z (now 
Commercial 2 Zone) be applied to the parcel boundary. Therefore, the proposed 
amendment to PS Map No. 09zn to remove FZ from the parcel and realign C2Z 
to the parcel boundary reflects the current and intended use of the land. This 
correction ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 

36 Hamilton Street, 
Horsham 

2503 1\PS709500 10zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used as a 
co-operative. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z) and the 
General Residential Zone (GRZ1). The land is currently used for a co-operative 
and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 
10zn to realign C2Z to the parcel boundary, removing GRZ1. This amendment 
reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction ensures that 
only one zone applies to the land. 
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40-42 Hamilton Street, 
Horsham 

2504 1\TP369684 

1\TP400293 

2\TP400293 

10zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used as a 
commercial business. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z) and the 
General Residential Zone (GRZ1). The land is currently used for a commercial 
business and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 10zn to realign C2Z to the parcel boundary, removing GRZ1. This 
amendment reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction 
ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 
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44 Hamilton Street, 
Horsham 

2505 1\TP226560 10zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used as a 
commercial business. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z) and the 
General Residential Zone (GRZ1). The land is currently used for a commercial 
business and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 10zn to realign C2Z to the parcel boundary, removing GRZ1. This 
amendment reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction 
ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 

44 Hamilton Street, 
Horsham 

2505 2\TP226560 10zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used as a 
commercial business. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z) and the 
General Residential Zone (GRZ1). The land is currently used for a commercial 
business and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 10zn to realign C2Z to the parcel boundary, removing GRZ1. This 
amendment reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction 
ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 
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73-75 McPherson Street, 
Horsham 

3510 1\PS346093 10zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used as a 
hardware store. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z) and the 
General Residential Zone (GRZ1). The land is currently used for a hardware store 
and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 
10zn to realign C2Z to the parcel boundary, removing GRZ1. This amendment 
reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction ensures that 
only one zone applies to the land. 

101 Stawell Road, 
Horsham 

4711 5\PS628227 13zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for a 
commercial business. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z) and the 
Industrial 1 Zone (IN1Z) .The land is currently used for a large commercial 
business and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 13zn to remove IN1Z from the parcel and realign C2Z to the parcel boundary 
reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction ensures that 
only one zone applies to the land. 

101 Stawell Road, 
Horsham 

4711 6\PS628227 13zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for a 
commercial business. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z) and the 
Industrial 1 Zone (IN1Z) .The land is currently used for a large commercial 
business and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 13zn to remove IN1Z from the parcel and realign C2Z to the parcel boundary 
reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction ensures that 
only one zone applies to the land. 

105 Stawell Road, 
Horsham 

7599 7\PS628227 13zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for a 
commercial business. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z) and the 
Industrial 1 Zone (IN1Z) .The land is currently used for a large commercial 
business and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 13zn to remove IN1Z from the parcel and realign C2Z to the parcel boundary 
reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction ensures that 
only one zone applies to the land. 
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105 Stawell Road, 
Horsham 

7599 8\PS628227 13zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for a 
commercial business. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z) and the 
Industrial 1 Zone (IN1Z) .The land is currently used for a large commercial 
business and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 13zn to remove IN1Z from the parcel and realign C2Z to the parcel boundary 
reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction ensures that 
only one zone applies to the land. 

107 Stawell Road, 
Horsham 

4712 9/PS628227 13zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for a 
commercial business. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z) and the 
Industrial 1 Zone (IN1Z) .The land is currently used for a large commercial 
business and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 13zn to remove IN1Z from the parcel and realign C2Z to the parcel boundary 
reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction ensures that 
only one zone applies to the land. 

107 Stawell Road, 
Horsham 

4712 10\PS628227 13zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for a 
commercial business. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z) and the 
Industrial 1 Zone (IN1Z) .The land is currently used for a large commercial 
business and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 13zn to remove IN1Z from the parcel and realign C2Z to the parcel boundary 
reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction ensures that 
only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20811]/y[-36.73538]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.20892320405855%20-36.73509011279797))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[inf
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20811]/y[-36.73538]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.20916887764048%20-36.73539598611565))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[inf
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20811]/y[-36.73538]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.20916887764048%20-36.73539598611565))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[inf


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

111 Stawell Road, 
Horsham 

4713 11\PS628227 13zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for a 
commercial business. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z) and the 
Industrial 1 Zone (IN1Z) .The land is currently used for a large commercial 
business and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 13zn to remove IN1Z from the parcel and realign C2Z to the parcel boundary 
reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction ensures that 
only one zone applies to the land. 

113 Stawell Road, 
Horsham 

4714 12\PS628227 13zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for a 
commercial business. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z) and the 
Industrial 1 Zone (IN1Z) .The land is currently used for a large commercial 
business and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map 
No. 13zn to remove IN1Z from the parcel and realign C2Z to the parcel boundary 
reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction ensures that 
only one zone applies to the land. 

2 Apricot Avenue, 
Horsham 

208 1\PS628227 13zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for 
industrial purposes 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z) and the 
Industrial 1 Zone (IN1Z) .The land is currently used industrial purposes and is 
privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 13zn to 
remove C2Z from the parcel and realign IN1Z to the parcel boundary reflects the 
current and intended use of the land. This correction ensures that only one zone 
applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20811]/y[-36.73538]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.20964949596834%20-36.735485511011746))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[in
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20811]/y[-36.73538]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.20964949596834%20-36.735485511011746))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[in
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20927]/y[-36.73404]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.2081705109671%20-36.73405281370807))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

46 McPherson Street, 
Horsham 

14552 2\PS709500 10zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used as a 
commercial business. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z) and the 
General Residential Zone (GRZ1) .The land is currently used for a large 
commercial business and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed 
amendment to PS Map No. 10zn to remove GRZ1 from the parcel and realign 
C2Z to the parcel boundary reflects the current and intended use of the land. 
This correction ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 

2 Andrew Street, 
Horsham 

168 1\TP559423 10zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for 
residential purposes. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z) and the 
General Residential Zone (GRZ1) .The land is currently used for residential 
purposes and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS 
Map No. 10zn to remove C1Z from the parcel and realign GRZ1 to the parcel 
boundary reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction 
ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 

14 Andrew Street, 
Horsham 

172 1\TP238506 10zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for 
residential purposes 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z) and the 
General Residential Zone (GRZ1) .The land is currently used for residential 
purposes and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS 
Map No. 10zn to remove C1Z from the parcel and realign GRZ1 to the parcel 
boundary reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction 
ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20468]/y[-36.71723]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.20470389203075%20-36.71727583271252))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmapbeta]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[inf
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.19936]/y[-36.71109]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.1987783375256%20-36.711043666652564))]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmapbeta]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20037]/y[-36.71127]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.2000870268116%20-36.71099875316706))]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

4 Bowden Street, 
Horsham 

725 1\TP95140 10zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for 
residential purposes 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z) and the 
General Residential Zone (GRZ1) .The land is currently used for residential 
purposes and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS 
Map No. 10zn to remove C1Z from the parcel and realign GRZ1 to the parcel 
boundary reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction 
ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 

4/6 Bowden Street, 
Horsham 

15821 4\PS724100 10zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for 
residential purposes 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z) and the 
General Residential Zone (GRZ1) .The land is currently used for residential 
purposes and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS 
Map No. 10zn to remove C1Z from the parcel and realign GRZ1 to the parcel 
boundary reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction 
ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 

6 Bowden Street, 
Horsham 

NCPR CM1\PS724100 10zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for 
residential purposes 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z) and the 
General Residential Zone (GRZ1) .The land is currently used for residential 
purposes and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS 
Map No. 10zn to remove C1Z from the parcel and realign GRZ1 to the parcel 
boundary reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction 
ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20139]/y[-36.71114]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.20108740893423%20-36.711054544506894))]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmapbeta]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20139]/y[-36.71114]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.2012832101923%20-36.71115775502396))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmapbeta


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

4/8 Bowden Street, 
Horsham 

15890 8\PS724100 10zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for 
residential purposes 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z) and the 
General Residential Zone (GRZ1) .The land is currently used for residential 
purposes and is privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS 
Map No. 10zn to remove C1Z from the parcel and realign GRZ1 to the parcel 
boundary reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction 
ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 

Edward Street, Horsham 6343 1\TP119239 
2\TP119239 

10zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Public Ownership and used as a 
recreational park – Langlands Park. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Public Park and Recreation Zone 
(PPRZ) and the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) .The land is currently used for a 
public recreational park – Langlands Park and is within Public Ownership. 
Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 10zn to remove GRZ1 from 
the parcel and realign PPRZ to the parcel boundary reflects the current and 
intended use of the land. This correction ensures that only one zone applies to 
the land. 

Riverbank Horsham 13661 RES1\PS449841 
RES2\PS449841 
RES8\PS449841 

13zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

 

Public Ownership and used as a 
public recreation park and frontage 
to the Wimmera River. 

The land is currently zoned Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ) and General 
Residential Zone 1 (GRZ1). The land is currently used as a public recreation park 
and frontage to the Wimmera River and is publicly owned. Therefore the 
proposed amendment to PS Map No. 13zn to realign PPRZ to the parcel 
boundary and remove GRZ1 from the parcel reflects the current and intended 
use of the land. This correction ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20139]/y[-36.71114]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.2015702065569%20-36.711142703498865))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmapbet
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.18999]/y[-36.70362]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.18900557216165%20-36.70341307818454))]/layers[planningzones]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20124]/y[-36.72475]/z[17]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.19677510485064%20-36.725699006255844))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

 

 

 

55-69 Lake Avenue, 
Natimuk 

10350 

 

PC353933 07zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for 
residential purposes 

The current zones applied to the land are the Township Zone (TZ) and the 
Farming Zone (FZ). The land is currently used for residential purposes and is 
privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 07zn to 
remove the Farming Zone (FZ) from the parcel and realign TZ to the parcel 
boundary reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction 
ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[141.94499]/y[-36.73815]/z[17]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((141.9435404882565%20-36.73833282852783))]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmapbeta]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

71 Lake Avenue, Natimuk 10351 2\LP136148 07zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for 
residential purposes 

The current zones applied to the land are the Township Zone (TZ) and the 
Farming Zone (FZ). The land is currently used for residential purposes and is 
privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 07zn to 
remove the Farming Zone (FZ) from the parcel and realign TZ to the parcel 
boundary reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction 
ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 

73 Lake Avenue, Natimuk 10352 1\LP136148 07zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for 
residential purposes 

The current zones applied to the land are the Township Zone (TZ) and the 
Farming Zone (FZ). The land is currently used for residential purposes and is 
privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 07zn to 
remove the Farming Zone (FZ) from the parcel and realign TZ to the parcel 
boundary reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction 
ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 

75 Lake Avenue, Natimuk 10353 1\TP403705 07zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for 
residential purposes 

The current zones applied to the land are the Township Zone (TZ) and the 
Farming Zone (FZ). The land is currently used for residential purposes and is 
privately owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 07zn to 
remove the Farming Zone (FZ) from the parcel and realign TZ to the parcel 
boundary reflects the current and intended use of the land. This correction 
ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[141.94363]/y[-36.73746]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((141.94363455011515%20-36.7374600491063))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[141.94363]/y[-36.73746]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((141.94367078089158%20-36.73695099628532))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/ta
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[141.94483]/y[-36.73543]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((141.94393085039223%20-36.73570115515321))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/ta


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

2/151 Barnes Boulevard, 
Horsham 

12529 1\PS510247 12zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private ownership and used for 
residential purposes. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) 
and the Low Density Residential Zone (LDRZ). The land is currently used for 
residential purposes and contains a Privately owned dwelling. In this instance, 
the underlying General Residential Zone (GRZ1) is the correct zone for the land 
and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment 
to PS Map No. 12zn to realign the GRZ1 to the parcel boundary, removing the 
LDRZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The 
proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

32 Peppertree Lane, 
Horsham 

6596 RES1\PS348257 11zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Public Ownership and used for a 
public shared recreational path 
along the Wimmera River. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Rural Living Zone (RLZ) and the 
Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). The land is within public ownership and 
is used as a public shared recreational path along the Wimmera River. The 
purpose of the Rural Living Zone (RLZ) does not support the current and 
intended use of the land as a public shared recreational path and is not proper 
use of the Victorian Planning Provisions. In this instance, the underlying Public 
Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ) is the correct zone for the land and reflects the 
intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 
11zn to realign the PRRZ to the parcel boundary, removing the RLZ from the 
parcel reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed 
amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

Laharum Road, 
Wonwondah 

NCPR 59A\PP3868 23zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Public Ownership and used for 
Burnt Creek Water Frontage & 
Wonwondah Reserve. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Public 
Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ). The land is Publicly owned and is used 
as a conservation reserve. The purpose of the Farming Zone (FZ) does not 
support the current and intended use of the land as a conservation reserve and 
is not proper use of the Victorian Planning Provisions. In this instance, the 
underlying Public Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ) is the correct zone for 
the land and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed 
amendment to PS Map No. 23zn to realign the PCRZ to the parcel boundary, 
removing the FZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the 
land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

Laharum Road, 
Wonwondah 

NCPR 5~2\PP5872 23zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Public Ownership and used for 
Burnt Creek Water Frontage & 
Wonwondah Reserve. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Public 
Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ). The land is Publicly owned and is used 
as a conservation reserve. The purpose of the Farming Zone (FZ) does not 
support the current and intended use of the land as a conservation reserve and 
is not proper use of the Victorian Planning Provisions. In this instance, the 
underlying Public Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ) is the correct zone for 
the land and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed 
amendment to PS Map No. 23zn to realign the PCRZ to the parcel boundary, 
removing the FZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended use of the 
land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.16958]/y[-36.73002]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.169262508553%20-36.72997080277718))]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.22170]/y[-36.70894]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.22152875191955%20-36.709400099873335))]/layers[220726studyareaboundary]/layers[landparcel]/layers[parcels]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyowner]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.24158]/y[-36.87755]/z[17]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.24005335348153%20-36.876494781286105))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[authorityratepayer]/layers[hrccproperty]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyowner]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.24158]/y[-36.87755]/z[17]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.24005335348153%20-36.876494781286105))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[authorityratepayer]/layers[hrccproperty]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyowner]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

146 Baillie Street, 
Horsham 

404 1\LP67119 10zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for a 
commercial business. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z) and the 
General Residential Zone (GRZ1) .The land is currently used for a medical clinic 
and a Disability centre and is within private ownership. Therefore the proposed 
amendment to PS Map No. 10zn to remove GRZ1 from the parcel and realign 
C1Z to the parcel boundary reflects the current and intended use of the land. 
This correction ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 

150 Baillie Street, 
Horsham 

405 1\TP535013 10zn Land in Two Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for a 
medical clinic and a Disability 
Centre. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z) and the 
General Residential Zone (GRZ1) .The land is currently used for a medical clinic 
and a Disability centre and is within private ownership. Therefore the proposed 
amendment to PS Map No. 10zn to remove GRZ1 from the parcel and realign 
C1Z to the parcel boundary reflects the current and intended use of the land. 
This correction ensures that only one zone applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20101]/y[-36.71124]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.20091331779096%20-36.711158135661094))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyowner]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20057]/y[-36.71134]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.20049830405625%20-36.711363511338874))]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmapbeta]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

87 Williams Road, 
Horsham 

6183 RES1\PS701230 14zn Land in Three Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Public Ownership and used for the 
Burnt Creek, Burnt Creek Walk and 
Jack Schier Reserve. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Public Park and Recreation Zone 
(PPRZ), the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) and the Farming Zone (FZ). The land 
is currently used for the Burnt Creek, Burnt Creek walk and Jack Schier Reserve. 
In this instance, the underlying Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ) is the 
correct zone for the land and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore 
the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 14zn to remove both the GRZ1 and the 
FZ from the parcel and realign the PPRZ to the parcel boundary reflects the 
current and intended use of the land. This correction ensures that only one zone 
applies to the land. 

149 Barnes Boulevard, 
Horsham 

12528 124\PS407739 12zn Land in Three Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for 
residential purposes. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1), 
the Low Density Residential Zone (LDRZ) and the Urban Floodway Zone (UFZ). 
The land is currently used for residential purposes and contains a privately 
owned dwelling. The UFZ is proposed to be removed from the parcel and 
rezoned to LDRZ as per Planning Scheme Amendment C81hors (Flood 
Amendment). In this instance, the underlying Low Density Residential Zone 
(LDRZ) is the correct zone for the land and reflects the intended use of the land. 
Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 12zn to realign the LDRZ to 
the parcel boundary, removing the GRZ1 from the parcel reflects the current 
and intended use of the land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone 
applies to the land. 

1/151 Barnes Boulevard, 
Horsham 

13485 2\PS510247 12zn Land in Three Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

Private Ownership and used for 
residential purposes. 

The current zones applied to the land are the General Residential Zone (GRZ1), 
the Low Density Residential Zone (LDRZ) and the Urban Floodway Zone (UFZ). 
The land is currently used for residential purposes and contains a Privately 
owned dwelling. The UFZ is proposed to be removed from the parcel and 
rezoned to LDRZ as per Planning Scheme amendment C81hors (Flood 
Amendment). In this instance, the underlying Low Density Residential Zone 
(LDRZ) is the correct zone for the land and reflects the intended use of the land. 
Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 12zn to realign the LDRZ to 
the parcel boundary, removing the GRZ1 from the parcel reflects the current 
and intended use of the land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone 
applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21483]/y[-36.72165]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.2111033529131%20-36.721031594874546))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.16982]/y[-36.72999]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.1697874304778%20-36.730181136325506))]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.16958]/y[-36.73002]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.16950709248752%20-36.730048082453095))]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

Williams Road, Horsham 5239 RES1\LP145705 14zn Land in Three Zones 
with the correct 
underlying zone. 

 

 

 

Public Ownership and used for 
conservation.  

The current zones applied to the land are the Public Conservation and Resource 
Zone (PCRZ), Rural Living Zone (RLZ) and the Farming Zone (FZ). The land is 
currently used for conservation purposes and is within public ownership. In this 
instance, the underlying Public Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ) is the 
correct zone for the land and reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, 
the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 14zn to realign the PCRZ to the parcel 
boundary, removing the FZ from the parcel reflects the current and intended 
use of the land. The proposed amendment ensures only one zone applies to the 
land. 

Osborne Road, Horsham 6119 RES1\PS405267 
RES1\LP40745 

13zn Land in Two Zones 
and Incorrectly zoned. 

 

Public Ownership and used as a 
water reservoir. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Public Park and Recreation Zone 
(PPRZ) and the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z). The land is currently used for a water 
reservoir and is owned by Council. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS 
Map No. 13zn to rezone the parcel to PUZ6 (Local Government) reflects the 
current and intended use of the land. This correction ensures that only one zone 
applies to the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21661]/y[-36.72939]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.21618270442283%20-36.72759163894631))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.21040]/y[-36.74079]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.2104935071852%20-36.74057441744565))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

3 Old Hamilton Road, 
Haven 

8718 1\TP445015 
1\TP323917 

08zn & 
13zn 

Incorrect Zone applied 
to Parcel 

 

 

Public Ownership and used for 
utility services. 

The land is currently zoned Low Density Residential Zone (LDRZ) and is 
incorrectly applied. The land is currently used for a Public Service Utility and is 
Publicly owned. Therefore the proposed amendment to PS Map Nos. 08zn & 
13zn to rezone the land to the Public Use Zone (PUZ1). The proposed PUZ1 
reflects the current and intended use of the land. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20818]/y[-36.74188]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.20774692515397%20-36.742040290276506))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

167 Brimpaen-Laharum 
Road, Brimpaen 

11556 13D\PP3133 29zn Incorrectly Zoned 

 

Current use is Brimpaen Fire 
Station. Land is not crown land and 
not being used for conservation 
purposes. 

The current zone applied to the land is the Public Conservation and Resource 
Zone (PCRZ). The land is owned by the Country Fire Authority and is used for the 
Brimpaen Fire Station. The purpose of the Public Conservation and Resource 
Zone (PCRZ) does not support the current and intended use of the land as it is 
not being used for conservation purposes. In this instance, the Public Use Zone 
(PUZ7) is the correct zone for the land and reflects the intended use of the land. 
Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS Map No. 29zn to rezone the parcel 
to PUZ7, removing the PCRZ reflects the current and intended use of the land. 

Wimmera Highway, 
Tooan 

- - 18zn Incorrectly Zoned 

 

Current use is the Wimmera 
Highway road reserve. 

The current zone applied to the road reserve is the Farming Zone (FZ). However, 
the land is currently used as a road reserve for the Wimmera Highway. The 
purpose of the Farming Zone (FZ) does not support the current and intended 
use of the land as it is not being used for farming purposes. In this instance, the 
Transport Road Zone 2 (TRZ2) is the correct zone for the road reserve and 
reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS 
Map No. 18zn to rezone the road reserve to TRZ2, removing the Farming Zone 
reflects the current and intended use of the land. 



Property Address Council 
Property No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Public or Private Ownership and 
Use 

Justification and description for proposed change 

Laharum Road, 
Wonwondah 

NCPR 3~2PP\5872 23zn Land in Two Zones 
and incorrectly zoned. 

 

Public Ownership and is currently 
used as Burnt Creek Water 
Frontage & Wonwondah 
Recreation Reserve. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Public 
Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). The land is Publicly owned and is used as a 
recreation and conservation reserve. The purpose of the Farming Zone (FZ) and 
the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ) does not support the current and 
intended use of the land as a recreation and conservation reserve and is not 
proper use of the Victorian Planning Provisions. In this instance, the Public 
Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ) is the correct zone for the land and 
reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS 
Map No. 23zn to rezone the parcel to PCRZ and removing the FZ and PPRZ 
reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed amendment 
ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

Laharum Road, 
Wonwondah 

NCPR 2~2PP\5872 23zn Incorrectly Zoned 

 

Public Ownership and is currently 
used as Burnt Creek Water 
Frontage & Wonwondah 
Recreation Reserve. 

The current zones applied to the land are the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Public 
Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ). The land is Publicly owned and is used as a 
recreation and conservation reserve. The purpose of the Farming Zone (FZ) and 
the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ) does not support the current and 
intended use of the land as a recreation and conservation reserve and is not 
proper use of the Victorian Planning Provisions. In this instance, the Public 
Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ) is the correct zone for the land and 
reflects the intended use of the land. Therefore, the proposed amendment to PS 
Map No. 23zn to rezone the parcel to PCRZ and removing the FZ and PPRZ 
reflects the current and intended use of the land. The proposed amendment 
ensures only one zone applies to the land. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.24158]/y[-36.87755]/z[17]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.24005335348153%20-36.876494781286105))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[authorityratepayer]/layers[hrccproperty]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyowner]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property 

No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Heritage Place as per Clause 43.01 Justification and description for proposed change 

37-39 Dooen Road, 
Horsham 

1461 1\LP65453 10HO Mapping error. 
Heritage Overlay 
(HO1) currently does 
not correctly apply to 
the Glen Logan 
dwelling. 

 

(HO1) - “Glen Logan” Cnr. Dooen 
Road and Park Street, Horsham 

Mapping error. Heritage Overlay (HO1) currently does not correctly apply to the 
Glen Logan building. Amend Planning Scheme Map No. 10HO to realign HO1 to 
property boundary at 37-39 Dooen Road, Horsham to ensure Glen Logan 
building is included in the Heritage Overlay and correctly protected. This 
amendment will ensure the Heritage Overlay mapping and ordinance are 
aligned and correct.  

 
59 Firebrace Street, 
Horsham 

1985 1\TP130644 10HO Mapping error. 
Heritage Overlay 
(HO2) incorrectly 
applied to 59 
Firebrace Street. 

 

(HO2) - “White Hart” Hotel, 55 
Firebrace Street, Horsham 

Mapping error which incorrectly extends the Heritage Overlay (HO2) to include 
the adjacent property at 59 Firebrace Street. HO2, as per the ordinance, applies 
to the White Hart Hotel at 55 Firebrace Street. Amend Planning Scheme Map 
No. 10HO to Delete the Heritage Overlay (D-HO2) from property at 59 Firebrace 
Street, Horsham. This amendment is necessary to ensure heritage controls do 
not apply to this property. There will be no impact on the previously identified 
significance of HO2 by doing so as the identified heritage place of significance 
will remain covered by the overlay. This amendment will ensure the Heritage 
Overlay mapping and ordinance are aligned and correct. 
 
 

35-51 Firebrace Street, 
Horsham 

1982 1~7\PP5386 10HO Mapping error. 
Heritage Overlay 
(HO3) currently does 
not correctly apply to 
the Former Shire of 
Horsham Offices at 
35-51 Firebrace 
Street. 

 

(HO3) - Former Shire of Horsham 
Offices, 35-51 Firebrace Street, 
Horsham 

Mapping error. Heritage Overlay (HO3) currently does not correctly apply to the 
Former Shire of Horsham Offices at 35-51 Firebrace Street as per ordinance. 
Amend Planning Scheme Map No. 10HO to extend the Heritage Overlay (HO3) 
to include the properties at 35-51 Firebrace Street, Horsham. There will be no 
impact on the previously identified significance of the Former Shire of Horsham 
Offices and this amendment will ensure correct heritage controls are applied to 
the properties as per the ordinance. This amendment will ensure the Heritage 
Overlay mapping and ordinance are aligned and correct. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20900]/y[-36.70844]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.2090053508834%20-36.708294419700074))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20008]/y[-36.71466]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.199945452132%20-36.71476000000005))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20029]/y[-36.71389]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.19998244965078%20-36.71377154748502))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property 

No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Heritage Place as per Clause 43.01 Justification and description for proposed change 

 
32 Firebrace Street, 
Horsham 
34 Firebrace Street, 
Horsham 
36 Firebrace Street, 
Horsham 
 

2030 
2031 
2032 

2\TP681159 
2\TP680542 
2\TP680650 

10HO Mapping error. 
Heritage Overlay 
(HO4) incorrectly 
applied to 32 and 34 
Firebrace Street, 
Horsham. (HO4) 
should apply to 36 
Firebrace Street, 
Horsham as per 
ordinance. 

 

(HO4) - T & G Building, Cnr. 
Firebrace & McLachlan Streets, 
Horsham 

Mapping error which incorrectly applies the Heritage Overlay (HO4) to include 
the adjacent properties at 32 and 34 Firebrace Street, Horsham. As per the 
ordinance, HO4 applies to the T & G Building on the corner of Firebrace and 
McLachlan Streets, Horsham. Amend Planning Scheme Map No. 10HO to Delete 
the Heritage Overlay (D-HO4) from properties at 32 and 34 Firebrace Street, 
Horsham and realign (HO4) to the correct property at 36 Firebrace Street, 
Horsham (Parcel 2\TP680650). This amendment is necessary to ensure heritage 
controls are not incorrectly applied. This amendment will ensure the Heritage 
Overlay mapping and ordinance are aligned and correct. 

 
 

2A Kalimna Avenue, 
Horsham 
2B Kalimna Avenue, 
Horsham 
2C Kalimna Avenue, 
Horsham 
83 Natimuk Road, 
Horsham 

16250 
3720 
 

1\PS746678 
2\PS746678 
3\PS746678 
6\PS746678 

12HO Mapping error. 
Heritage Overlay 
(HO6) incorrectly 
applied to 2A, 2B and 
2C Kalimna Avenue, 
Horsham. (HO6) also 
is not correctly 
applied to 83 Natimuk 
Road, Horsham as per 
ordinance. 

 

(HO6) - “Como Lodge”, 83 Natimuk 
Road, Horsham 

Mapping error which incorrectly applies the Heritage Overlay (HO6) to include 
the adjacent properties at 2A, 2B and 2C Kalimna Avenue, Horsham. As per the 
ordinance, HO6 applies to the Como Lodge at 83 Natimuk Road, Horsham. 
Amend Planning Scheme Map No. 12HO to Delete the Heritage Overlay (D-HO6) 
from properties at 2A, 2B and 2C Kalimna Avenue, Horsham and realign (HO6) 
to the correct property at 83 Natimuk Road, Horsham (Parcel 6\PS746678). 
There will be no impact on the previously identified significance of the Como 
Lodge and this amendment will ensure correct heritage controls are applied to 
the property as per the ordinance. This amendment is necessary to ensure 
heritage controls are not incorrectly applied. This amendment will ensure the 
Heritage Overlay mapping and ordinance are aligned and correct. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.19930]/y[-36.71284]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.1994457382571%20-36.71277179799854))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicm
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.19930]/y[-36.71284]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.19944683314324%20-36.712854117644284))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vi
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.19979]/y[-36.71272]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.1991549881696%20-36.712920085539366))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.18240]/y[-36.72094]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.18208595337285%20-36.72098439688214))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.18240]/y[-36.72094]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.18208595337285%20-36.72098439688214))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property 

No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Heritage Place as per Clause 43.01 Justification and description for proposed change 

38 Wilson Street, 
Horsham 

5442 PC369712 10HO Mapping error. 
Heritage Overlay 
(HO7) incorrectly 
applied to 38 Wilson 
Street, Horsham. 

 

(HO7) - Former Mechanics Institute, 
33-35 Pynsent Street, Horsham 

Mapping error which incorrectly extends the Heritage Overlay (HO7) to include 
the adjacent property at 38 Wilson Street, Horsham. HO7, as per the ordinance, 
applies to the Former Mechanics Institute at 33-35 Pynsent Street, Horsham. 
Amend Planning Scheme Map No. 10HO to Delete the Heritage Overlay (D-HO7) 
from property at 38 Wilson Street, Horsham. This amendment is necessary to 
ensure heritage controls do not apply to this property. There will be no impact 
on the previously identified significance of HO7 by doing so as the identified 
heritage place of significance will remain covered by the overlay. This 
amendment will ensure the Heritage Overlay mapping and ordinance are 
aligned and correct. 

22 Roberts Avenue, 
Horsham 
24 Roberts Avenue, 
Horsham 

4384 
4385 

9~7\PP5386 
14B~7\PP5386 

10HO Mapping error. 
Heritage Overlay 
(HO10) incorrectly 
applied to 22 Roberts 
Avenue, Horsham. 

 

(HO10) - Former Police Station, 
Roberts Avenue, Horsham 

Mapping error which incorrectly applies the Heritage Overlay (HO10) to the 
incorrect property at 22 Roberts Avenue, Horsham. The Former Police Station is 
located at 24 Roberts Avenue, Horsham and should have heritage protection 
and controls applied to the property. Amend Planning Scheme Map No. 10HO to 
Delete the Heritage Overlay (D-HO10) from property at 22 Roberts Avenue, 
Horsham and apply (HO10) to the Former Police Station at 24 Roberts Avenue, 
Horsham. This amendment is necessary to ensure heritage controls are not 
incorrectly applied. There will be no impact on the previously identified 
significance of the Former Police Station and this amendment will ensure 
correct heritage controls are applied to the property as per the ordinance. This 
amendment will ensure the Heritage Overlay mapping and ordinance are 
aligned and correct. 

 
28-32 McLachlan Street, 
Horsham 
36 McLachlan Street, 
Horsham 

3434 
3435 

1\TP382109 
1\TP397217 
2\PS545687 

10HO Mapping error. 
Heritage Overlay 
(HO11) incorrectly 
applied to 28-32 
McLachlan Street, 
Horsham. (HO11) also 
is not correctly 
applied to 36 
McLachlan Street, 
Horsham as per 
ordinance. 

 

(HO11) – RSSILA building, 
McLachlan Street, Horsham 

Mapping error which incorrectly applies the Heritage Overlay (HO6) to include 
the adjacent property at 28-32 McLachlan Street, Horsham. As per the 
ordinance, HO11 applies RSSILA building and this is not currently reflected in the 
Planning Scheme Maps. Amend Planning Scheme Map No. 10HO to Delete the 
Heritage Overlay (D-HO11) from the property at 28-32 McLachlan Street, 
Horsham and realign (HO11) to the correct property at 36 McLachlan Street, 
Horsham. There will be no impact on the previously identified significance of the 
RSSILA building and this amendment will ensure correct heritage controls are 
applied to the property as per the ordinance. This amendment is necessary to 
ensure heritage controls are not incorrectly applied to the adjacent property. 
This amendment will ensure the Heritage Overlay mapping and ordinance are 
aligned and correct. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20131]/y[-36.71644]/z[18]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.201311%20-36.71643700000001))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabel
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20145]/y[-36.71418]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.20080617781838%20-36.71403709368287))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20087]/y[-36.71391]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.20049963677226%20-36.71400305878729))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[planningzones]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vic
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20137]/y[-36.71271]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.20108293111448%20-36.712846728707))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20060]/y[-36.71279]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.20049%20-36.7129))]/filter[135%20barn]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property 

No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Heritage Place as per Clause 43.01 Justification and description for proposed change 

 
27 Urquhart Street, 
Horsham 
10 Pynsent Street, 
Horsham 

4958 
4185 

1\TP434176 
1\TP851671 

10HO Mapping error. 
Heritage Overlay 
(HO12) incorrectly 
applied to 10 Pynsent 
Street, Horsham. 
(HO12) also is not 
correctly applied to 27 
Urquhart Street, 
Horsham as per 
ordinance. 

 

(HO12) – Masonic Temple, 
Urquhart Street, Horsham 

Mapping error which incorrectly applies the Heritage Overlay (HO12) to include 
the adjacent property at 10 Pynsent Street, Horsham. As per the ordinance, 
HO12 applies to the Masonic Temple on Urquhart Street and this is not 
currently reflected in the Planning Scheme Maps. Amend Planning Scheme Map 
No. 10HO to Delete the Heritage Overlay (D-HO12) from the property at 10 
Pynsent Street, Horsham and realign (HO12) to the correct property at 27 
Urquhart Street, Horsham. There will be no impact on the previously identified 
significance of the Masonic Temple and this amendment will ensure correct 
heritage controls are applied to the property as per the ordinance. This 
amendment is necessary to ensure heritage controls are not incorrectly applied 
to the adjacent property. This amendment will ensure the Heritage Overlay 
mapping and ordinance are aligned and correct. 

 
1 Schmidt Street, 
Natimuk 
5 Schmidt Street, 
Natimuk 

10513 
10515 

2\LP141910 
1\TP191223 

7HO Mapping error. 
Heritage Overlay 
(HO17) incorrectly 
applied to 1 Schmidt 
Street, Natimuk. 
(HO17) also is not 
correctly applied to 5 
Schmidt Street, 
Natimuk as per 
ordinance. 

 
 

(HO17) – “Flowerdale” Schmidt 
street, Natimuk 

Mapping error which incorrectly applies the Heritage Overlay (HO17) to the 
property at 1 Schmidt Street, Natimuk. As per the ordinance, HO17 applies to 
the Flowerdale on Schmidt Street Natimuk and this is not currently reflected in 
the Planning Scheme Maps. Amend Planning Scheme Map No. 07HO to Delete 
the Heritage Overlay (D-HO17) from the property at 1 Schmidt Street, Natimuk 
and apply (HO17) to the correct property at 5 Schmidt Street, Natimuk. There 
will be no impact on the previously identified significance of the Flowerdale and 
this amendment will ensure correct heritage controls are applied to the 
property as per the ordinance. This amendment is necessary to ensure heritage 
controls are not incorrectly applied to the incorrect property. This amendment 
will ensure the Heritage Overlay mapping and ordinance are aligned and 
correct. 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20265]/y[-36.71466]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.20262203332157%20-36.714769749400446))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[142.20292]/y[-36.71484]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((142.20300587169308%20-36.7149489526561))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[landparcel]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[property]/layers[propertyparcels]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[141.94209]/y[-36.74317]/z[19]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((141.94194523313527%20-36.7425469383166))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


Property Address Council 
Property 

No. 

Standard Parcel 
Identifier (SPI) 

PS 
Map 
No. 

Anomaly/Correction Aerial Photograph of Anomaly Heritage Place as per Clause 43.01 Justification and description for proposed change 

 

 

1A Sudholz Street, 
Natimuk 

12122 2\PS417273 7HO Mapping error. 
Heritage Overlay 
(HO3) currently does 
not correctly apply to 
the Former Shire of 
Horsham Offices at 
35-51 Firebrace 
Street. 

 

(HO18) – Former School Main 
Street, Natimuk 

Mapping error. Heritage Overlay (HO18) currently does not correctly apply to 
the Former School on Main Street Natimuk as per ordinance. Amend Planning 
Scheme Map No. 07HO to extend the Heritage Overlay (HO18) to the property 
boundary. There will be no impact on the previously identified significance of 
the Former School and this amendment will ensure correct heritage controls are 
applied to the property as per the ordinance. This amendment will ensure the 
Heritage Overlay mapping and ordinance are aligned and correct. 

 
38 Old Noradjuha Road, 
Natimuk 

10316 8~4\PP5578 7HO Mapping error. 
Heritage Overlay 
(HO26) currently does 
not correctly apply to 
the Pavilion 
Classroom at 38 Old 
Noradjuha Road, 
Natimuk 

 

VHR H2051 
(HO26) – Pavilion Classroom, 38 Old 
Noradjuha Road, Natimuk 

Mapping error. Heritage Overlay (HO26) currently does not correctly apply to 
the Pavilion Classroom at 38 Old Noradjuha Road, Natimuk as per ordinance. 
The Pavilion Classroom is also listed on the Victorian Heritage Register (VHR 
H2051). Amend Planning Scheme Map No. 07HO to realign the Heritage Overlay 
(HO26) to the heritage object on the land. There will be no impact on the 
previously identified significance of the Pavilion Classroom and this amendment 
will ensure correct heritage controls are applied to the property as per the 
ordinance. This amendment will ensure the Heritage Overlay mapping and 
ordinance are aligned and correct. 

 

https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[141.93631]/y[-36.74370]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((141.9364997489352%20-36.743535977082544))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/
https://horsham.pozi.com/#/x[141.95077]/y[-36.74116]/z[20]/feature[whatshere,MULTIPOINT((141.95077606462476%20-36.74106926322289))]/layers[aerialphotolatest]/layers[planningoverlays]/layers[property]/layers[vicmaplabels]/panel[find]/tab[info]/


 


